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ABSTRACT
Green Bin is a role-playing game application created using MIT App Inventor 2. It aims
to promote the habit of recycling and going green through interactive and fun means.
Players are required to complete certain tasks and answer questions which would test
their knowledge of the concepts of recycling and going green and also share new facts
about environmental protection with them via various non-player characters (NPCs).
There are multiple stages in the app.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Rationale

Many recyclable materials are found in general waste bins, worse still, everywhere else
besides the bins. It is a great concern whether younger generations understand the
importance, urgency, and methodology of the concept of recycling and going green.
Thus, it was decided that such overlooked issues had to be thoroughly identified.

1.2

Objective

The objective of this project is to develop a game application to promote the concepts of
recycling and going green to upper primary students.

1.3

Target Audience

The target audience of this project is upper primary students. They are more suited to
the game’s simpler design compared to popular games. The graphics are also suited
for such an age group.

1.4

Product Developed

The product developed is a game application. With rising usage of digital devices, an
application would be more effective and prominent in making an influence on people.
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REVIEW

10 Ways of Going Green
Website listed best ways to go green, such as saving water, electricity, gas, eating
smart, skip bottled water. In comparison, Green Bin has covered most of the aspects
listed here, and there are other important aspects in our app that is not listed here, like
food waste and recycling plastic. Therefore, Green Bin will be more successful as many
more aspects of recycling and going green were covered.

Project Recycle (2016)
Developed skits and montages to convince audiences that recycling changes our lives
and made quizzes for audiences to test their knowledge. In comparison, our game
application is more likely to attract users with attractive minigames included in the
application, so we can raise awareness among users about going green.

NASA’s Offset Game App
Lets users block CO2 balls before entering space and accumulating resources to
counter deforestation, develop clean energy and eco-friendly transports. In comparison
to Green Bin (2019), Green Bin educates people on recycling, pollution and emissions
of greenhouse gases, while NASA’s game only focuses on CO2 emissions. In
comparison, our project has a wider area of focus, covering more topics regarding the
concepts of recycling and going green.
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METHODOLOGY

3.1

Needs Analysis

Needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the need for such a project. A survey
involving 38 upper primary students was conducted. From the results, many felt they
lacked knowledge about the concepts of recycling and going green, and have not
developed the habits of recycling and going green yet. Most recommended that it
should be done via game applications.

3.2

Needs Analysis Results

Fig. 3.2.1 (upper left)
Results of how upper primary students ranked their understanding of the concepts of
recycling and going green. 47.1% do not understand the concepts very well.
Fig. 3.2.2 (upper right)
Results of how upper primary students ranked their frequency of using recycling bins.
55.9% do not use recycling bins frequently.
Fig. 3.2.3 (bottom left)
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Results of how upper primary ranked the importance and urgency of education of the
concept of recycling. 58.8% state that it is important and urgent.
Fig. 3.2.4 (bottom right)
Results of how upper primary students ranked the most useful resource to promote
recycling and going green. 52.9% voted for a game application.

3.3

Development of Resource

Chronology
1) The game’s storylines and questions were first planned.

2) The game’s characters and maps were designed.
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The game’s algorithm was designed.
Fig 3.3.1 (1st from above)
A sample of educational content in the game application planned on a document.
Fig 3.3.2 (2nd from above)
All maps the user has to explore.
Fig 3.3.3 (3rd from above)
All characters in the game app.
Fig 3.3.4 (4th from above)
A summary of the game’s features and content
Stage 1: Indoors
User starts in a room in a house, he would receive information to navigate around the
house to complete certain tasks to proceed. He will be asked questions while
completing them. Below are some examples.
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Stage 2: Outdoors
Once the user is finished with all the tasks in the house, he would then be able to walk
out of the house and end up outside. Depending on the character he chose, he would
be transported to different places.

Once he is outside, he would be greeted by a new environment and he is now able to
interact with the bots situated in random locations. When near the bot, he would be
stopped and asked certain questions by the bot. If he answers them correctly, he can
score a point.
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After completing all the questions by the bots, the user may choose to play other
characters with more questions. This ensures that every aspect of recycling and going
green is covered.
Stage 3: Minigames
Earn a lot more points when playing this mini-game by talking to one of the bots in Map
1. A page showing recycling bins and a piece of rubbish in the bottom centre of the
page appears. Users drag the rubbish to the appropriate bin. A time of 60 seconds is
given for each game. As shown below, the rubbish can be dragged around the map.
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Points are recorded in the blue box on the top right hand corner of the game.

3.4

Pilot Testing

3 upper primary students were invited to try the application. Below is their feedback.

Ru Huay:
The bots are pretty interactive. The question poses a certain level of difficulty and it is
always our choice to make the world a better place.
Yi Xuan:
Great character graphics and images. This app educates users throughout the game on
the importance of going green and the scenarios certainly illustrates the importance of
various issues that are likely to happen if no action is taken.

Cheng You:
Colourful background. I have learn more facts about the present world. The buttons and
text need to be redesigned.
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The feedback has been taken into consideration and the application has been
improved.
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LIMITATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Users encounter technical issues in the application such as crashes, glitches, or
improper installation of resources in early stages. This is due to limitations of the
software (App Inventor 2) to execute the game perfectly, or the loss of information and
resources via the upload and download of the application. If users unfortunately
experience such faults while playing, they are advised to restart the application or close
background applications. These issues have been looked into thoroughly. Their
possibilities and impacts of occurring have been minimised to the maximum extent.
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CONCLUSION

The project has been a general success. The application has generally received
positive feedback from users, proving the need for such an application to promote
recycling and going green.
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REFLECTIONS

A setback of taking up this project was that it was often questioned why it was in the
category of Resource Development instead of Infocomm. This category was chosen
because it allows a wider variety of resources to be chosen for development compared
to the latter. Another setback is that unexpected software incompatibilities were
discovered. Therefore, there was a lack of equipment able to access the software
required to complete the application, leading to slower progress. Through it was
necessary to constantly expand and improve our resources, we have learnt the need to
persevere to accomplish task and how to work efficiently with our teammates.
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Players who found questions easy to answer perceived it as a chance to reinforce their
concepts of recycling and go green. The rest found the game a great learning
opportunity. Even the members of this project have also strengthened their knowledge
about the concepts of recycling and going green. Therefore, it was a great pleasure to
take up this meaningful project this year. There was much to learn and benefit from it.
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